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Abstract
Interest in the capture and analysis of personal fitness and health data has been growing rapidly in
recent years thanks to the ease with which this can be accomplished using the ubiquitous smart
phone or if needed, an appropriate specialized wearable electronic device. This paper will describe
how Mathematica was used to analyze daily bicycle commutes to and from work over a span of
five recent month. Data was captured using an iPhone 4S and the Cyclemeter app from Abvio.
Several newly released version 10 features including time series and geographic data computations
will be demonstrated.

Introduction
Over the past several years I have used a simple bike computer and more recently a smart phone to log rudimentary data about my bicycle
commutes to and from work. On the smart phone I experimented with several apps including Map My Ride, Strava and most recently
Cyclemeter. The latter has an easy to use rich feature set, but most significantly permits users to download ride data using a multitude of
data formats. This in turn allows data import into Mathematica and the use of its full functionality to explore, analyze and visualize the
data in ways not possible on a smart phone and a proprietary consumer product.

Methods
Over the span of four month 27 morning and afternoon commutes between home and work were recorded. All morning and afternoon rides
were tracked over respectively identical routes. The GPS data was captured on an iPhone 4s using an iOS application called Cyclemeter
(www.cyclemeter.com). The application was set to export ride data using a common GPS exchange format via email attachments for
subsequent import into Mathematica and Google Earth. The following shows one of the routes in Google Earth.
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In the next section, relevant details of the GPX data format are described as well as implementation details of several utility functions.
Specifically, it is shown how trip data is extracted from the GPX data structure returned by Import. Several time series data objects are also
created to facilitate calculations.required by analyses and demonstrations presented in this paper.

GPS data
Cyclemeter supports two common GPS exchange formats, KML and GPX (see [A] and [B]). KML (Keyhole Markup Language) is a file
format used to display geographic data in a browser plug-in such as Google Earth, Google Maps, and Google Maps for mobile. KML uses
a tag-based structure with nested elements and attributes and is based on the XML standard. GPX, or GPS Exchange Format, is an open,
common, also XML-based GPS data format for software applications. It can be used to describe waypoints, tracks, and routes. Its tags
store location, elevation, and importantly time. GPX is supported by major GPS devices made by Garmin, TomTom, Magellan, Lowrance,
Delorme and others.
A typical GPX file exported by Cyclemeter includes time stamped location and elevation data. Mathematica’s Import function presents
this data as a list of rules, descriptively named “Geometry,” “PointElevation,” and “PointTimestamp.” Here is an example:
Short /∕@ (gpx = Import[files[[-− 4]], "Data"][[1]])
{LayerName → Tracks,
Geometry → {Line[{GeoPosition[{{43.6496, -− 70.2741}, {43.6495, -− 70.2747},
&14', {43.6536, -− 70.2781}}], &2', &1'}]},
Labels → {Name, PointElevation, PointTimestamp, Type},
LabeledData → {Name → {Morning Ride}, PointElevation → {{&1'}},
PointTimestamp → {{&1'}}, Type → {Cycle}}}
The GPX format was selected over KML as the latter did not include the all important time stamp data essential for many of the calculations used in this paper.

Data extraction and resampling
The goal is to analyze the ride data in multiple, complementary and interesting ways that are typically unavailable in most consumer
fitness products. For this purpose, several utility functions were written to extract sampled data of desired type from the raw GPX file. The
functions are: time, position, elevation and distance. Each of the three functions takes the imported GPX file and returns the desired data in
a simple list. Position and elevation functions return the raw data stored in the GPX file.
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position[gpx_] := Module[{pathGPX},
pathGPX = Cases["Geometry" /∕. gpx, _Line, {0, Infinity}];
Flatten[Most /∕@ Cases[pathGPX, GeoPosition[x_] → x, {0, Infinity}], 1]];
Location data.

elevation[gpx_] := Module[{elevGPX},
elevGPX = "PointElevation" /∕. ("LabeledData" /∕. Flatten[gpx]);
QuantityMagnitude[Flatten[Most /∕@ elevGPX[[1]]]]]
Elevation data.

This gives an example of the position data:
position[gpx] /∕/∕ Short
{{43.6823, -− 70.4508}, {43.6823, -− 70.4508},
&371', {43.6496, -− 70.2747}, {43.6496, -− 70.2741}}
To allow for comparisons between rides on different days and times, time stamp data is normalized to begin at t = 0 regardless of actual
date and time.
time[gpx_] := Module[{time, stopTime, adjustedTime, relativeTime},
time = Map[AbsoluteTime, "PointTimestamp" /∕. ("LabeledData" /∕. Flatten[gpx]), {3}][[1]];
stopTime = Prepend[Accumulate[Table[time[[i , 1]] -− time[[i -− 1, -− 1]], {i, 2, Length[time]}]],
0];
adjustedTime = Flatten[MapThread[Most[#1] -− #2 &, {time, stopTime}]];
relativeTime = adjustedTime -− adjustedTime[[1]]]
Time data.

This shows a short list of the time stamps for one of the rides.
time[gpx] /∕/∕ Short
{0, 19, 30, 34, 37, 45, 55, 63, 73, 84, 87, 88, 91, 96, 103, &410', 2273, 2274,
2284, 2290, 2298, 2306, 2308, 2312, 2315, 2321, 2322, 2325, 2327, 2335, 2340}
The time stamps are irregular. Duration of ride divided by the number of samples, calculated from all rides yields on average a sampling
period of 5.6 seconds, or a sampling rate of approximately 10.7 samples per minute (0.18 Hz). Distance data sequences were calculated
from position data using GeoDistance function. Distance between recorded positions was found to be approximately 44 meters, on
average.
distance[gpx_] := Module[{dist},
dist = QuantityMagnitude[UnitConvert[GeoDistance @@ # & /∕@ Partition[position[gpx], 2, 1],
"Meters"]];
Join[{0.}, Accumulate[dist]]]
Distance data.

Using the data extraction utility functions defined above, several time series objects are created for use in subsequent calculations.
Temporal data of this form enables and simplifies some of the comparisons and calculations presented in the next section.
times = time[gpx];
dist = distance[gpx];
elev = elevation[gpx];
pos = position[gpx];
ets = TimeSeries[elev, {times}];
eds = TimeSeries[elev, {dist}];
dts = TimeSeries[dist, {times}];
pts = TimeSeries[pos, {times}, ValueDimensions → 2];
This shows plots of the data sequences. From left to right are: elevation vs time, elevation vs distance, distance vs time, and position as
latitude vs longitude.
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Results
Two types of analyses and comparisons were of particular interest. First, a determination of all uphill and downhill segments of the ride
and calculation of their respective lengths and durations. Second, a simultaneous rendering of all the rides of the season in a “race-like”
animation.

Peaks and valleys - analysis of uphill and downhill segments
The first result shows the determination of the uphill and downhill segments of a selected route as well as calculation of global statistics
such as total times, distances and average speeds on ascending and descending portions of the road. The following shows an example of
elevation as a function of time. The time series is uniformly resampled to allow for easier comparisons across different data sequences.
The elevation data is also smoothed using a Gaussian-shaped linear filter.

The smoothing operation removes spurious peaks and valleys in the elevation, therefore data reducing the number of peaks and valley. The
goal is to determine “large scale” ascending and descending portions of the ride’s route. This shows peaks and valleys in the smoothed
elevation vs time sequence.

This shows the ascending and descending time periods of the bike ride in red and green, respectively.

Total time of uphill and downhill segments can now be easily calculated. The preceding calculations and visualizations can be repeated for
elevation as a function of distance. This in turns allows for the calculation of the lengths of the individual uphill and downhill segments
and the total uphill and downhill distance traveled. Finally, from distances and times, average speeds can be calculated. This shows the
cumulative times, distances and average speeds of the ascending and descending segments of the route.
time
distance
speed

Ascend
27. min
11 826.9 m
26.282 km/∕h

Descend
12. min
5436.01 m
27.18 km/∕h

As an added bonus, the ascending (red) and descending (green) sections can be shown on a map of the route. This uses function GeoGraphics and GeoPosition to obtain a rendering of the respective segments in their selected colors. The start point is on the right of the map (i.e.,
the direction of travel is East to West).
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It’s a race ...
The second example shown in this paper is the one that initiated the whole exercise. It was of interest to compare all the season’s rides by
creating an animation showing all the rides simultaneously, i.e., as if they were all part of a single race. For this purpose all the ride data is
imported and resampled to provide uniform and same time steps for all data sequences. Here is a rendering of the morning’s “rat” race!

Time to best and distance to best of all the lagging “riders” can be easily calculated.

Afternoon rides seemed to be a bit more competitive, with one exception!
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This shows the lagging ride times and distances as compared to the best afternoon performance of the season.

Finally, here is a chart showing chronologically all ride times grouped by morning and afternoon.

Conclusion
Using a consumer smart phone app, data recordings of multiple cycling events were captured and subsequently imported into Mathematica
for analysis and visualization. Both were made more efficient and effective thanks to recently introduced new functionality such as
TimeSeries and GeoGeographics.
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